Volunteer Birds of Prey Assistant
About Full Flight
Full Flight is a conservation organisation. Our focus is the preservation of native
Australian wildlife, with emphasis on Raptors and their natural environment. We
believe education is fundamental in understanding the importance of native animal
protection.
Our native Australian animals are under consistent threat from introduced species,
such as cats, as well as human interruption. It is Full Flights’ ongoing ambition to
spread awareness of the threats that our Australian raptors face.
Full Flight has a large range of native Australian raptors which we house, train and
breed all at our centre, located 10 minutes out of Ballarat. Learn more
Visit: http://www.fullflight.com.au/
About the opportunity
This is an exciting opportunity for the right person to come and join our team at Full
Flight birds of prey conservation centre, in Miners Rest.
This is a 12 month minimum training commitment. Training will include raptor
handling and flying, food preparation, bird feeding, general bird management,
cleaning and hygiene care as well as general maintenance of facilities. To complete
training, a range of skills must be gained and proven sufficiently. Successful
completion will result in the outcome of certificate of completion and the possibility of
employment with Full Flight.
About you
You will be enthusiastic, hard working and committed. While experience with raptors
and/or other wildlife would be an advantage, it is not necessary for this position. The
successful applicant will need to have a strong work ethic, with high levels of
motivation.
In addition to this, the chosen applicant will:
• Have a strong commitment to a weekly minimum engagement of 2 days
• Have a keen passion for raptors and a dedication to their conservation
• Have, or be able to obtain, a Working with Children’s Check and current police
check
• Must have drivers’ licence
• Show initiative in daily duties, be able to work under strict instruction and
conversely, be independent in work
It is important to note that this volunteering role does not require previous experience
with raptors. The most important attribute the successful applicant will have is
passion for raptors, conservation and have keen interest in the art of falconry.

How to apply
If this sounds like you, apply today by emailing Imogencoles544@gmail.com
• Cover Letter (1 page outlining your suitability according to the position
description)
• Current Resume (no more than 3 pages)
Get in touch
Imogen Coles, Full Flight administrator, on 0455744320

